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Neno Titto is a perfect beside lamp for a child's room. Its cute shape the 
bunny is loved not only by children, but also by parents decorating their 
kids' rooms. In addition, the ability to control the color of the device makes 
it fit perfectly into any interior.
 

The bunny shape



Safe material
For the sake of you and your baby, the Neno Titto lamp has been CE and 
RoHs safety certified. The product is made of high quality silicone, 
which is soft and friendly to the touch. The material used is resistant to 
deformations, so you do not have to worry that the lamp will be 
damaged or dented during use.
 



Our Neno Titto silicone night light is fully wireless. It has a 
built-in rechargeable battery that allows for up to 100 
hours of use on a single charge at minimum light intensity. 
The device is fully safe to use and does not heat up.

 light works long on
a single charge

Built-in rechargeable battery



By holding the tail of the lamp for a few seconds, you 
can freely control the intensity of the light: from bright 
and clear to soft and dim.
 

adjustment
brightness

3 sek

Adjustment of brightness level

Neno Titto is a perfect beside lamp for a child's room. Its cute shape the 
bunny is loved not only by children, but also by parents decorating their 
kids' rooms. In addition, the ability to control the color of the device makes 
it fit perfectly into any interior.
 



Choose your light color
Neno Titto also allows you to adjust the intensity of 
colors. Lighting seamlessly transitions from warm 
light to cooler, colder colors. Everything according 
to your preference.

nice to the touch,
non-heating material

3-4 sek

For the sake of you and your baby, the Neno Titto lamp has been CE and 
RoHs safety certified. The product is made of high quality silicone, 
which is soft and friendly to the touch. The material used is resistant to 
deformations, so you do not have to worry that the lamp will be 
damaged or dented during use.
 



Convenience of use

Our Neno Titto silicone night light is fully wireless. It has a 
built-in rechargeable battery that allows for up to 100 
hours of use on a single charge at minimum light intensity. 
The device is fully safe to use and does not heat up.

The set comes with a functional remote control that allows you to control the device 
remotely. You can adjust the intensity of the light, change colors – from warm to cold, as 
well as adjust the color of lighting. Choose from the following color palette: yellow, white, 
red, orange, blue, green, turquoise and violet.

intuitively easy
remote control



in RGB mode, stop on
your favorite color
by holding down

the trunk

touch the tail to
turn on the light,
tap again to enter

into RGB mode

Control with the sensor
Operating the device is extremely simple. To start the 
light, activate RGB mode or stop automatic color 
rotation, follow following the instructions below:



Sleep timer
Neno Titto night lamp is equipped with a timer, thanks to which device will automatically turn 
off after 15, 30 or 60 minutes depending on your preference. So if your little baby doesn't like 
to fall asleep in complete darkness, this is the perfect solution to help him take peaceful naps.



A friend for children and parents
Neno Titto beside lamp with a friendly bunny shape is 
indispensable companion for your child. The device will 
gently illuminate the room, which will certainly make it 
easier for your little one to fall asleep peacefully.



Material:

Battery Capacity:

Operating time
on a charged battery:

Power supply:

Built-in rechargeable battery:

Brightness level adjustment:

Remote control:

Light color temperature:

Dimensions:

Weight:

Box Dimensions:

Weight of box:

EAN Code:

CN Code:

PN:

titto

NAGRODY DLA
FIRMY KGK TRADE

Właściciela marki Neno:

titto
silicone bedside lamp for children

Silicone, ABS, PC

1200 mAh

max. up to 100 h
(at minimum light intensity)

5 V

yes

yes

yes

warm light 3000K,
white light 6500K,
+ color RGB

150×93×96 mm

164 g

150×90×89 mm

262 g

5902479673134

85131000

NEN-MAM-LM001


